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Abstract

Computational systems and intelligent machines are facing with both compositional and envi-
ronmental growing forms of complexity. We contribute a way to better deal with these forms of
complexity by proposing a novel agent-based software platform: Knowledge request-Broker Archi-
tecture (KnoRBA). This solution aims at easily implementing self-organizing distributed software
systems, mainly composed of socially interactive software agents. KnoRBA features a better way for
heterogeneous agents to achieve mutual understanding: instead of specifying a protocol, it equips
agents with programmatic means to provide knowledge to, and query it from the society. Utilization
of KnoRBA is made possible by provision of appropriate language extensions and code libraries.
This article, having reviewed the efficiencies and deficiencies of the existing literature, describes
the basic principles, system architecture, and Java-based implementation of KnoRBA, as well as
example case of a computational system made possible by it, called Social Regression.

Keywords: Artificial Social Intelligence; Knowledge Request-Broker; Social Computational In-
telligence; Agent Development Platform

1: Introduction

“Why are there so many robots in fiction, but none in real life? I would pay a lot for a robot
that could put away the dishes or run simple errands.”, says Steve Pinker in his book, “How the
Mind Works” [16]. The reason why robots do not accompany human in real life, is that the real
world environment is too complex for them to precept, understand, and deal with. This issue of
environment complexity drives a vast number of research works done on artificial intelligence; yet,
even major achievements are insignificant compared to the goal ahead. To name, there are about
ten movements in artificial intelligence since 1980s, including neural, evolutionary, Bayesian, rule-
based, fuzzy, and so on; but no single one of them could bring intelligence to the machines as it was
desired.

In fact, any solution, no matter how good it is, reaches its performance limits at some point
(according to No-Free-Lunch theorem [19]). It is discussed by scientists like Minsky [7] and Page
[14], that not a single solution but a combination of vast number of them can be the key to achieve
a better level of intelligence. Although Minsky and Page have different perspectives on the matter,
they both agree on the approach of establishing an agent-based artificial society. The idea is, just
as a team of specialists can achieve a better result than any single of them, and an organization
works better than any of its specialist teams, and so on, by putting numerous and various solutions
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inside specialist software agents and letting them to cooperate, better intelligence can be achieved
and limits can be pushed farther.

Compositional complexity is another good reason, beside environment complexity, to peruse
social approach to computational intelligence. The machines supposed to posses intelligence are
becoming more decentralized, that is to say, being composed of numerous inter-networked process-
ing units, rather than one. For example, in the field of ambient intelligence, the system is consists of
a network of numerous sensing and actuating, mobile and workstation devices that are supposed to
act as an integrated intelligent entity. In such a system, parts and components may be changed, up-
graded, or fail, and in all cases, the system must be flexible enough and smart enough to adapt itself
to the new situation without loosing its track. A social solution can prove efficient in this respect,
because of two properties: (1) Structural adaptability, that is, the software can change its structure
to adapt to the changes in the system; and (2) Redundancy: multiple solutions to the same problem
can exist in the system at the same time, and if one could not function properly, for example, in an
unexpected situation, the others can take over.

Despite numerous efforts, there are a number of problems yet to be properly addressed to make
the development of such social systems possible, for which, this articles intends to bring some
contributions to the solution. These problems are (1) mutual understanding between heterogeneous
agents, (2) architecture specification for general-purposed agents and their social system, and (3)
API for development of social agent-based systems. These items shall be discussed in further
details.

DARPA Knowledge Sharing Effort (KSE) [15] is one of the earliest movements to address the
issue of mutual understanding between heterogeneous agents who utilize different approaches to
precept and represent knowledge. KSE resulted in proposition of KQML (Knowledge Query and
Manipulation Language) [2], and then FIPA-ACL (Agent Communication Language) [12], which
by 2005, when FIPA merged into IEEE, and after, despite having a few followers like [17], was not
well-received.

Generally, in order to make knowledge understandable to every one, it must be represented in a
language that all understand, which may work for factual knowledge, but is simply impossible in
the case of procedural knowledge. Procedural knowledge can be in many forms, like a program in
any arbitrary language, in a neural network with its weights and connections, and so on. An effort
to create a protocol that specifies representation of procedural knowledge either restricts it to an
undesirable level, or does not serve the goal of mutual understanding. The former is the case with
most cognitive architectures based on first-order-logic, and the latter is the case with KSE.

There is an alternative method to standardization of knowledge representation, that is, to only
standardize the interface, and let the implementation to be in any arbitrary form. Given the fact
that the same method have been widely received when applied to object-oriented paradigm as in
Common Object Request-Broker Architecture (CORBA) [11], it is reasonable consider it as a better
alternative. In the scheme proposed in this article, instead of providing a protocol, an standardized
knowledge provision and query interface is provided to the developers through provision of an
extension to programing languages and additional code libraries. Using these facilities, the user can
invoke knowledge provided by all other software agents in the system, while protocol and network
issues are taken care of by a module called the Knowledge Request-Broker (KRB) embedded inside
each agent. KnoRBA specifies detailed aspects of KRB.

Several architectures are proposed for intelligent agents. Cognitive architectures like Soar [6] and
ACT-R [5] are made for specific type of intelligence, and therefore they are almost useless when
other types of intelligence needed, and more useless when combination of different types of intel-
ligence is needed. Newer efforts like JACK multi-agent system development platform [18] make
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it possible to implement agents using an extension of a general-purposed programming language
such as Java. This enables more freedom in implementing different solutions. However, JACK is
merely based on BDI (Belief-Intention-Desire) model which may not be necessary for many types
of intelligent agents. JACK does not provide strong means for knowledge provision and query. Plus
that, even knowing Java, and agent-based paradigm, JACK extension is so extensive that makes it
difficult for existing Java users to adopt its technology.

JACK is one of many agent-based system development platforms, most others like Repast,
Repast Symphony [10], and SOARS [1], are mainly for agent-based simulation, rather than de-
velopment of software agents. Those platform concerning with software agents, like Jini (Apache
Rio Project), are mostly to provide networking and mobility facilities for agents rather than mutual
understanding and intelligence. Hence, a suitable platform like KnoRBA seems to be required.

The idea of social software initiated long ago since the Society of Mind [7] was proposed. How-
ever, that theory, and the other ones in-line with it, like World-Wide-Mind project [13], and the
Emotion Machine [8], do not very well explain how such a social system and its agents can be
engineered. Proposition of KnoRBA is an attempt to provide methodology and tools for creation of
social software.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the concept of artificial society as
used in this article is described. Section 3 depicts different aspects KnoRBA, including knowledge
representation using relations, and agent architecture. Section 4 explains how to create agents and
work with them using the current experimental implementation of KnoRBA for Java. In section 5,
the Social Regression solution which is made possible by KnoRBA is given as a practical example.
Finally, section 6 concludes the paper by reviewing the contributions in this work, pointing out
strengths as well as deficiencies, and proposing some ideas for future works.

2: Society Concept

KnoRBA is created having a business-driven model for artificial society in mind, as shown in
figure 1. A social software consists of a collection of interacting “specialist” agents. Each agent is
a unit of cognition, meaning that, it represents cognition only as much as it is concerned with its
specialty. For example, one agent uses CART algorithm for data mining, the other uses SVM or
naı̈ve Bayesian for the same reason, while another may have the algorithm to solve Hanoi Towers.
Agents are like apps, i.e. small applications, they can be device drivers, controllers, GUIs, and so on.
Thinking of agents as components of a program, unlike conventional objects, the way these agents
form an integrated solution is not hard-coded, but is done by having them engaged in knowledge
exchange with the others, through knowledge request or notification.

Since the social system is rather a soup of components than a set of rigid computer applications,
an alternative concept to “application” should be defined. Instead of applications, there can be
agents interfacing users with specific usage intension, with the rest of other agents. These agents
are called “end-customers”, for the reason explained shortly. End-customers interact with other
agents on behalf of the user, while those other agents may engage the others in turn, and so on.
There can be multiple end-customers present in the system, and some agents may serve multiple
customers at the same time. To model the architecture of this social system, analogy with “value
chain” model in business is applicable (figure 1). Having this argument, three roles for agents can
be imagined in such a business-driven architecture, namely, specialist, agency, and end-customer,
as explained below. An agent can assume more than one of these roles.
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Figure 1. Three roles of agents in the business-driven model for KnoRBA-based
artificial societies

Specialist Agents. In a sense, all agents in KnoRBA are specialist, meaning that, they can only
carry out limited specific tasks, and can focus only on specific portion a problem. Some specialists
are not concerned with the main problem at all and perform service tasks. For example GUI-Agent
provides an interactive interface for the artificial world.

Agencies. Increase in population calls for organization and order. That is why individuals usually
form and join organizations. Special type of agents called agencies is how these organizations
appear in our model for artificial society. Agencies are like factories and corporations in the modern
world. They register, manage and guide their member agents. To defined, an agency is a kind
of specialist, with its product being the product of its members combined together in some way.
Usually, an agency, has broader view on the problem-space than its member specialists, but its view
is less detailed.

End-Customers. As described above, end-customers stand at the end of value-chain and repre-
sent the interest of the user in the system, making it possible for him/her to utilize the capabilities
of the system.

2.1: Identity versus Functionality

In most computing platforms, entities are identified by their unique addresses or identifiers.
Pointers, references, and identifiers in programming languages, and IP address in the Internet are
some examples. However, some believe that the components should be identified by their function-
ality, rather than their identity. So-called “ADS” [9] and CORBA work based on this concept. In
the real world, both methods are used: while people have identifiers, like names, or national IDs
for addressing them, in business interactions their function is more concerned, e.g. barber, pro-
grammer, manager, and so on. In KnoRBA, although agents have globally unique addresses, most
of transactions begin by addressing them by their functionality through knowledge inquiry. After
knowing agents with desired functionality, an agent may optionally memorize the identity of some
other agents for further interactions.
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2.2: Potential Solvers

It is not the case that all intelligent agents know how to solve a problem upon their creation. In
fact most implementations require a certain phase of learning, before the agent can actually answer
any question. These agents who may be able to solve a problem, but only after training, are called
potential solvers. Being a feature introduced in KnoRBA, it is possible to identify potential solvers,
select proper ones and “award contract” to them to have them to participate in a specific part of a
problem by training themselves accordingly.

3: Architecture

3.1: Relations

Unlike objects which are collections of fields and methods (or functions), in KnoRBA relations
are the basic elements. Relations are more general than fields and methods. A function (method) is
a specific type of relation and variables (fields) can be represented as unary relations. Relations are
considered because, in one hand they look very similar to functions (methods) which are common
in almost all programing languages and can be defined in a very similar way, and in the other
hand they can be used to encode and inquiry knowledge very efficiently. The group theory gives
this confidence that almost everything can be expressed in terms of relations. KnoRBA makes
it possible to use preexisting facilities in a host language to implement and manipulate relations.
KRB includes a built-in inference engine that calls relations in a way that the agent can answer to
the given queries.

Just like functions and methods in many programming languages, KnoRBA relations are defined
with a signature assigned to each. For example, a relation that maps a real number to another one,
can be defined as map(real, real). Relations does not have return values, but they can be
either true or false. The truth value should be determined by the implementation of a relation based
on the arguments given to it. Like CORBA, KnoRBA has its own independent typing system which
consists of seven primary types (integer, longint, real, string, boolean, agentid, and raw) and two
complex types (record and recordset). The implementation of the “any” type is under investigation.

Relations are nested in packages called “services”. For example, mapping:map(real, real)
is the well-qualified signature of map() relation, indicating that this relation is contained in “map-
ping” service. To query for a relation, the following notation can be used.

Unbounded values are those expected to be found by the implementation of the relation. Because
KnoRBA is strongly typed, the type of the value should be specified.

Complex queries can also be made out of multiple relation invocations. For example, the fol-
lowing is supposed to make the receiver agents to find all x and y value pairs that can be mapped
into each other, while x is between 0 and 1. In a KnoRBA query, comma means logical “and”,
semicolon means logical “or” (not used here), and the query ends with a question mark. For the
grammar of KnoRBA query language, see appendix A.
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Figure 2. Inside a KnoRBA agent

mapping:map(real x, real y),
mapping:map(real y, real x),
0<x, x<1 ?

3.2: Query versus Notification

There are two way of calling relations implemented by user, namely, query, and notification. In
the case of query, some variables in relation call can be unbounded, to make a fill-in-the-blank types
of question; or if all variables are bounded, the truth value of the whole statement is expected to be
found. That is the purpose of a query: fill in the blank, or confirm tautology. However, that is not
the purpose of every transactions. In many cases, an agent may just want to make the other ones
to know something, or want to give some assumption to some target agents before asking them a
question, only a uni-directional transaction is required, which is referred to as “notification” in this
text. A notification message looks like query messages with the difference that they end with period
‘.’ instead of question mark, and they cannot have unbounded variables. Here is an example that
checks if the name of the receiver agent is ‘MyAgent’, and if so, awards it a contract to solve a
problem, and runs its internal clock.

common:name(’MyAgent’)?
mapping:contractAward("something", paramters).
clock:run().

3.3: Agents

Any agent in KnoRBA has a globally unique address in form xxxxxxxx:yyyyyyyy in which
the left hand part is the hardware address of the generating machine and the right hand part, is a
unique counter on that machine. The in KnoRBA address-based low-level inter-agent messaging
mechanism is provided, but is mostly used internally by KRB.

A user defined agent should be a sub-type of RationalAgent (which in turn is a sub-type of
Agent), and implement desired relations according to the desired specialty of that agent. KnoRBA
specification defines certain machinery in KRB to register user-defined relations, handle requests,
resolve complicated queries against internally defined relations and provide response to them. The
architecture of RationalAgent is depicted in figure 2.

As depicted in figure 3.c The transaction begins with an agent sending a query to others through
Query Dispatcher module. The query message is usually broad-casted (or multi-casted, if a list of
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Figure 3. Interaction between KnoRBA agents: (a) An agent dispatches a query
and collects the responses in a resultset, (b) an agent receives a query, finds the
answer, and sends the result back.

pears is specified). All other agents who receive the message, parse it into logical sentences, and
resolve the included relations against those defined in the user code. If at least one of the relations
failed to be resolved, the solver agent discards the query. Then, the inference engine invokes the
relations according to the query to provide an answer for the inquiring agent. The agent who have
initiated the query waits for replies until the specified deadline, or until it receives replies from
all specified pears. Until then, it may collect a number of replies. KRB in the inquiring agent
combines all replies in an object called ResultSet and makes it available to the agent’s program
code. ResultSet provides a number of operations on data like sorting, grouping, averaging, etc.
which is usually needed for processing the gathered information.

When inquired, an agent usually receives a query consisting of a list of logical sentences. Then,
the job of that agent is to confirm it as a tautology, or produce all the determinable combination
of unbounded variables which make it a tautology, and send the result back. The inference engine
for doing this task is built within the KRB itself. The inference engine works based on bounding
mechanism which is similar to the Prolog language. It uses the Relation Catalog to call relations
implemented by the agent several times (as much as needed) in the inference loop, and produce the
results. The final result will be a set of records, each of which consisting of a unique combination
of values for the unbounded variables for which the given query is a tautology. If there is no
unbounded variables in the query, the result will be a single empty record. If the query proved not
to be a tautology, the agent simply does not reply.

3.4: Sharing Ontology

Agents and objects are both components, one in KnoRBA and the other in CORBA. In order to
make components to work together they must understand each others interface. In CORBA, Inter-
face Definition Language (IDL) is used for that purpose. Any CORBA object should implement a
single IDL completely.

In the world of cognitive systems, this is done through specification of ontology which explains
what symbolic means an agent has to understand and describe its world. OWL/RDF is an example
language to define ontology shared in a cognitive system. For KnoRBA, a new approach called
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Knowledge Interface Schema (KIS) is introduced. KIS can be compared to IDL with two differ-
ences. First, it is stored on a server so that everybody can access the very same schema, and second,
agents are not restricted to implement only one schema, and also are not required to implement any
of them completely. The format of KIS is defined in appendix B. Some examples can be found in
section 5.

3.5: Environment

On each KnoRBA enabled computer platform, there is one instance of KnoRBA runtime envi-
ronment. The main task of the environment is to register all the agents exist on its platform and to
rely message internally between those agents. The environment can instantiate agents, if the code
is available, or accept migrating agents. However, because of extensibility issue, the environment
itself do not engage in networking; this task, as well as any other task should be done by special-
ist agents. The functionality of the environment is represented to the agents by a representative
agent that implements environment service, hence can be accessed through KnoRBA query and
notification mechanism.

4: KnoRBA for Java

KnoRBA for Java consists of a soft language extension that enables implementation of services
and relations in Java; plus the definition of primary classes including Agent, RationalAgent,
ResultSet and container classes for KnoRBA variable types.

4.1: Creating Agents

The general skeleton of the implementation of an agent is as follows. The agent is made as a
single class extending the RationalAgent class. A service is defined as an inner class (i.e. non-
static class) with @Service annotation. @Service accepts an optional argument that specifies
interface schema implemented by that service. Relations inside a service are defined as methods
with @Relation annotation. The argument of @Relation specifies the signature of that rela-
tion, consisting of its name, and list of its arguments. Here is an example:

class ExampleAgent extends RationalAgent {
@Service("http://www.knorba.org/schema/mapping.kis")
public class mapping {

@Relation("map(in out real a, in out real b)")
public boolean map(...) {...}

@Relation("accuracy(in real x, out real a)")
public boolean accuracy(...) {...}

}
}

The name of the method representing a relation is not important for KRB, but it should have
specific arguments. The first argument, being a VRecord, contains the parameters passed to the
relation through a call by the inference engine, which is done with accordance of the query or
notification being processed. The second argument is provided for fill-in-the-blank queries. For
each answer, if any, a record should be added to it, and the value combination for that answer
should be set in it. In the case that the call is a notification, the second argument is set by inference
engine to null when calling the relation. The third argument provides access to information about
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the active transition session, including the UID of the asking agent, and a list of user-defined session
variables. The return value should be the truth value of the relation given the provided values for
its arguments. Here is an example:

@Relation("mapping:map(in out real a, in out real b)")
public boolean map(VRecord q, VRecordSet a, Session s) {

double arg1 = q.getReal("a");
if(q.isUnbound("b")) {

a.putReal("b", someFunctionOf(arg1));
return true;

} else
if(someFunctionOf(arg1) == q.getReal("b"))

return true;
return false;

}

4.2: Interaction

The following shows an example of an agent performing query transaction with the others.
RationalAgent provides two methods, ask() and askAll() for that purpose. The ask()
method is used for multi-cast and single-cast queries, while askAll() is used for broad-cast ones.
These methods accept an argument that specifies the maximum amount of time that the agent is go-
ing to wait for the answers. This parameter is optional for ask(): if not specified, the agent will
wait until all enlisted pears respond. In the following example, a query is given to all available
agents to sample their knowledge (if any) about stock prices in a specific period. After collecting
the replies, the obtained knowledge is sorted based on accuracy a and made accessible to the rest
of the program code by putting them into some arrays. Then, having retrieved the list of the agents
replied to this query, their names are asked.

String query = "mapping:mapName(’stock-prices’),"
+ "mapping:range(real min, real max),"
+ "common:sampler(real min, real max, 0.1, real x),"
+ "mapping:map(real x, real y),"
+ "mapping:accuracy(real x, real a) ?";

ResultSet rs = askAll(query, a_deadline);

ResultSet sorted = rs.sort("a", SortOrder.Descending);
double[] x = sorted.getRealColumn("x");
double[] y = sorted.getRealColumn("y");

AgentGroup repliers = rs.getReplyingPears();
ResultSet namesRS = ask("common:name(string n)?", repliers, deadline);
...

ResultSet object provides variety of handy operations on data, including sorting, grouping,
selection of distinct values, grouped statistics (count, min, max, sum, and average), and row and
column filtering. The operations are implemented in indexed manner, hence being fast and memory
efficient.

Potential solvers. The method getPotentialSolvers() is provided in ResultSet ob-
ject which returns an AgentGroup containing the identities of potential solvers (as in section 2.2),
if any.
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5: A Practical Example: Social Regression

In this section, the development of artificial intelligence through creation of artificial social sys-
tems is shown. The designated task of this society is to solve a regression problem. The regression
problem can simply be stated as finding a mapping m : x 7→ y between a pattern-space (x ∈ Rn)
and a target-space (y ∈ Rm) based on the given sample data. The solution is implemented by cre-
ating a fortune landscape parallel to pattern-space and letting the agents to be guided by it through
their instinctive self-interest, and allocate the pattern-space and establish connections in the way
that their society advances towards an optimal solution to the given problem. This solution is re-
ferred to as “social regression” throughout this article. Detailed explanation of social regression
can be found in [4].

There are a number of schema used in the implementation of social regression, but the subject of
regression is implemented around a schema called mapping and is defined as follows.

SERVICE mapping {
RELATION mapName(string name);
RELATION map(real x, real y);
RELATION accuracy(real x, real a);
RELATION range(real left, real right);
RELATION assignment(string function, real center);
RELATION fortuneVision(real a, real b, real left, real mid, real right);
RELATION enumerable();

}

Agencies implement an additional schema as follows.

SERVICE agency {
RELATION member(in out long address);
RELATION join(in long address);
RELATION leave(in long address);

}

Unlike conventional social simulation systems, RationalAgents run asynchronously. There-
fore, a thread inside each of them that “ticks” once a while, runs simulation cycles for that individual
agent separately. This thread can be controlled via clock service interface.

SERVICE clock {
RELATION run();
RELATION stop();

}

The implementation of social regression for this paper consists of the following agents.

• LookupTable: To make the implementation more realistic, the training data is not fed into
the agents by invisible hands from outside, but rather put in this type of agents an let them
be inside the artificial world, rather naturally. Then, any agents looking for training data,
looks for some body who has it, eventually finds this agent and retrieve the data to train itself.
In present experience, this is the only type of agent implementing mapping:enumerable()
relation.

• Basis agents: Adaptive agents forming the leaves of social network of specialists. They
directly interact with pattern-space and try to fit a curve to the area of their interest.

• Mixer agents: agencies forming the midlevel nodes in the social network of specialists. In
this implementation, only Mixer agents implement the agency schema.

• Trainer agent: is there just to ask random question (bootstrapping) from all specialists to
engage them in learning and working on the problem.
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Figure 4. (a), (b), and (c) randomly placed specialists propagate on the pattern-
space to gain control on high income areas. The upper charts show individuals
and the the overall output of the ensemble, while the lower ones show accuracy
of individuals and overall error of the ensemble. (d) The average ensemble error
being reduced while the time passes. (e) reduction of average ensemble error when
specialists are distributed evenly in the beginning. (f) the social system of the social
regressor

• GUIAgent is assigned to the GUI which is developed to interact with, and keep track of
specialists, visually. It also plays the role of the end-customer.

The purpose of this experiment is to show the implementation of the synthesized artificial society
actually works and serves its purpose. The data used for training in this experiment is taken from
actual historical records of exchange rate of Japanese Yen for US Dollar in the period between mid
2006 and mid 2009. In this experiment, Basis agents are kept extremely simple: each of them can
fit a Gaussian bell-shaped function to the portion of the curve in its area of coverage.

As shown figure 4.a, specialists are randomly placed on the pattern-space. Then they start to
propagate to allocate areas with higher expectation of income (figures 4.b and 4.c). While doing so,
they help reduce the ensemble error as well, as shown in figure 4.d. To make a sense of comparison
with HME (Hierarchical Mixture of Experts) [3], in figure 4.e, the specialist are initially distributed
uniformly (like a hard wired HME), and the improvement in the result is observed. This confirms
that, not only social regression with its complex concurrency, intelligence, and interaction model
works seamlessly, but it also can outperform existing solutions.
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6: Conclusion

Knowledge Request-Broker Architecture (KnoRBA) is made to provide a basis for development
of an emerging generation of socially intelligent software systems. Although the idea of such
systems is almost as old as AI, the implementation of such systems have been a major challenge
ever since. Having its roots in both widely successful object request-broker systems in one hand,
and cognitive architectures in the other hand, KnoRBA is proposed to become a practical solution
for this issue.

To state the contribution of this article, having explained the potential role of social software
paradigm in operating complex systems in a complex world, KnoRBA is proposed to be an step
towards realization of this paradigm. For that purpose, KnoRBA addresses tree major issues con-
cerned with creation of a computationally intelligent artificial society.

First, to realize mutual understanding between heterogenous agents, instead of persuading the
failed efforts like KSE in proposition of a global language or protocol, it takes advantage of request-
broker paradigm. By doing so, not only heterogenous agents can interact, but also because issues
like concurrency, networking, query resolution, and knowledge reception is internally taken care
about, and made transparent to the developer, interacting with a society of heterogenous agents
is made even easier than interacting with a remote database system. In KnoRBA, agents can be
resolved either by their identity or their functionality.

Second, KnoRBA provides an engineering method for implementing social systems by picturing
an architecture for social agents and their society. Such an architecture was missing in abstract
theories like the Society of Mind and The Emotion Machine, and other efforts inline with these
theories.

Third, KnoRBA provides API tools for practically implementing a social software. Unlike the
case of cognitive systems, KnoRBA agents can be implemented in a general-purposed language,
enabling the developers to create wider variety of solutions more easily. Unlike JACK, not only
KnoRBA architecture can cover wider variety of intelligent agents, but also the footprint of its
extension on the host language is kept minimal, making it easy for existing developers to learn and
adopt its technology.

To make a practical case, the experiment of social regression, given in this paper, besides demon-
strating a seamlessly working prototype of KnoRBA , it shows that social computational intelli-
gence is effective to create better systems and how much a platform like KnoRBA is important
to facilitate creation of such intelligent systems. In this experiment, it is observed that multiple
Basis agents, Mixer agents, LookupTable agents and a GUIAgent are autonomous heterogeneous
agents, despite having radically different ways of understanding and representing knowledge, work
together to carry out a shared social task.

Speaking about deficiencies, implementing KnoRBA agents are not as easy as implementing
CORBA objects, because relations are not natively supported in object-oriented languages and a
work-around is needed. High message cost and the time spent for communication should also be
considered by the users of KnoRBA.

Proposition of KnoRBA opens plenty of new areas for future work. In short-term, networking
and agent mobility is considered to be implemented. Networking will be implemented by introduc-
ing respective specialist agents. For mobility, hibernation of agents (serialization), streaming and
reviving them should be implemented. For mid-, and long-term, a central repository for interface
schema should be available to public so that they can contribute community-made agents to the
network. Hopefully, it can become a big collection of interactive algorithms, and a realization of
the Society of Mind. Exploring the applications of the concept explained in this article for Robotic
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systems, and ambient intelligence solutions, would be the most exciting.

A: BNF Grammar of KnoRBA Queries

<query> ::= <sentences>
<sentences> ::= <sentences> <sentence> | <sentence>
<sentence> ::= <question> | <notification>
<question> ::= <complex> "?"
<notification> ::= <complex> "."
<complex> ::= <and-complex> | <or-complex> | "(" <complex> ")" | <call>
<and-complex> ::= <complex> "," <call>
<or-complex> ::= <complex> ";" <call>
<call> ::= <service-list> ":" <name> "(" <arg-list> ")"
<service-list> ::= <service-list> ":" <name> | <name>
<arg-list> ::= <arg-list> "," <arg> | <arg> | empty
<arg> ::= <unbounded> | <string> | <numeric>
<unbounded> ::= <type> <name>
<type> ::= <name>
<string> ::= "’" <chars> "’"
<chars> ::= [any character except "’"]*
<numeric> ::= [-]? [1-9][0-9]* [.[0-9]+]?
<name> ::= [a-z|A-Z][a-z|A-Z|0-9]+

B: BNF Grammar of Knowledge Interface Schema

<service> ::= "SERVICE" <name> "{" <members> "}"
<members> ::= <members> ";" <member> | <member>
<member> ::= <relation>
<relation> ::= "RELATION" <name> "(" <arglist> ")"
<arglist> ::= <arglist> "," <arg> | <arg> | empty
<arg> : ::= "in" <in-arg-rest> | "out" <out-arg-rest> | <arg-rest>
<in-arg-rest> ::= "out" <arg-rest> | <arg-rest>
<out-arg-rest> ::= "in" <arg-rest> | <arg-rest>
<arg-rest> ::= <type> <name>
<type> ::= <name>
<name> ::= [a-z|A-Z][a-z|A-Z|0-9]+
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